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Zoltán Pék (Hungary) 
 
 
 
PERCHANCE TO TRANSLATE 
 
 
God grant me 
The serenity to accept 
The things I cannot translate, 
Courage 
To translate the things I can, 
And wisdom always 
To tell the difference 
 
 
I. Of Time and Translation 
 
If we accept that there is a world of literature within our life-world, then within this world of 
literature, translation is considered a netherworld, the very existence of which is dubious yet essential. 
It is a vehicle desperately needed and disregarded, tacitly accepted and condemned; it is the means by 
which this world of literature (indeed, The World as such) can exist: in certain cases we can 
understand each other without words, but these speechless moments are the rare instances of 
surfacing in the continuous flow of Language. Yet translation is not visible, it is intentionally forced 
underground; it is the outcast of both Language and Literature. 
 
However, the reasons for its vicissitudes are lucid and understandable. Though for lack of something 
better we acknowledge that what we read in Hungarian under the title of Az időről és a folyóról is really 
what Thomas Wolfe wrote as Of Time and the River, we are all aware that this is not true, or just half-
true––or not even that? Thus when reading a translated text, we grudgingly accept this notion, which 
is drawn with vague and indistinguishable lines, but without which we would be deprived of the 
majority of literary works. It is the necessary evil between “here” and “somewhere else,” and did we 
not accept its existence, we would be imprisoned in the body-shaped coffin of our immediate 
thoughts. 
 
II. Deconstructing the Trance-lator 
 
Just as the status of translation is problematic, so is that of the translator. In the eyes of the world, he 
appears to be a half-mythical creature, the cross-breed of a book-moth and a hermit, living off words 
and dust, in seclusion from real life, the sole purpose of his––actually, its––existence being the 
transplantation of texts. 
 
However, things said or written are not self-contained and finished objects that can be taken on a pin 
and examined at one’s discretion. Language permits speech a space to reverberate, to echo; an 
utterance has its halo of possible meanings or references which can be approached and deciphered 
from several ways. Language is a boundary that can and must be transgressed, and for a translator 
the practice of translation should not be a scientific, detached operation; it is an interaction with the 
text, a living experience; a vigilant, once-in-a-lifetime adventure in Cruci-Fiction. 
 
Strange as it may seem, to be a translator is a unique state of being—more properly, of mind. A 
translator is a professional schizophrenic, continuously wandering on the edge, risking his sanity in 
the crashing zone of two languages and two cultures. He is operating in an elevated state of mind, as 
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if in trance––indeed, it is a creative trance, a state of bipolarity, of being at two places simultaneously, 
moving parallel in two worlds. 
 
In this sense, he is an exotic stranger, an itinerant of the ever-growing literary world. Invisibly, 
condemned to solitude, he enters this atypical state of awareness, becomes a trance-later. Now let us 
take a closer look at what a translator should be. 
 
Translator as craftsman 
Translation, not unlike any other activity, has a set of rules, practical knacks underlying the operation, 
the so-called tricks of the trade. This does not only cover the knowledge of the source language; the 
proficiency in the given language in itself is neither enough, nor a precondition as it has been proved 
by some of our great translators whose command of the given language was inadequate. What is 
needed can be termed a language sensibility: capability to acquire the techniques of grammatical and 
lexical correlation, ability in composition, and patience for toiling with words for countless hours. 
 
So when I say craftsmanship, I understand exactly what it implies: to obtain a certain amount of 
practical knowledge that can come through experience and practice. Nonetheless, when we talk about 
the art of translation we mean something more, which is much more impalpable, a certain quality 
that distinguishes the given work, elevates it above the mere display of diligent craftsmanship. 
 
Translator as artist 
From the point of view of literary criticism this aspect must exist, otherwise how can we account for 
the fact that acknowledged translators, even outstanding artists, produce strikingly different versions 
of one original? Here I think of all the Shakespeare translations in Hungarian. 
 
For me, this substantiates the idea of translation as art, and within that belonging to the performing 
arts, since so far satisfactory explanations have not emerged for the so-called masterpiece 
translations––only if we acknowledge the existence of another “trans” element that has a role during 
translation, and this is the transcendental influence, also known as “inspiration.” 
 
Yet a translator is a special kind of performer, he is an applied artist. He does not, in the strictest 
sense, create something new, “only” a version of something already existing. Like a tightrope-dancer, 
his space to maneuver is predetermined, strongly limited; yet this does not mean that he only imitates. 
It takes time to translate a text––especially a novel––during which time he is the target of a variety of 
influences from the world. He does weave his own experiences into the text, but as an applied artist, 
a hired hand, he is supposed to execute this within certain limits. 
 
Translator as critic 
For a good translation this aspect is of utmost importance, though with translation degenerating into 
an industry, this is probably the first to vanish. Translation should be active criticism, and here both 
words are to be considered separately as well. 
 
Firstly, translation is criticism, since the translator should have a preconceived notion of the book as 
a whole and a hole: a “whole” as id-entity and a “hole” as a form to be filled in his language. Secondly, 
translation is more than literary criticism in the sense that it is done actively during translation, since 
one penetrates not just beyond the text or sentences but also beyond the words one by one, 
constantly mapping out the realms of possible meanings and references. It is the translator who 
decides where he narrows down or augments the meaning; he is the filter, responsible both towards 
the author and the reader; he is the negotiator in the eternal war of opposing languages. 
 
Here I seem to contradict my view about translation as art; however, this contradiction is precisely 
what makes all the difference—it is thanks to this that translation is not wholly identified with either 
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craft, or with art. Being a translator is more and less like being an artist: “more” in the sense that I 
need to be the artist and create a text, yet less in that during this creation I cannot let myself go amok 
as an artist can, I cannot just do anything I want, my hands are tied and I have to make the best out 
of it. 
 
At the same time, I have to extrapolate myself out of the process, and observe myself and the text 
(which, as it happens with the writer, gains its form in my mind, in my little black box), from outside, 
from a distance, as a critic does. By adding craft or skill to this, I would like to call it the (wholly, 
hole-y, unholy) “trinity of translation:” skill as practical knowledge gained by experience; inspiration 
achieved in moments of enlightenment; and a critical and self-critical stance maintained by constant 
self-reflexivity and self-control. 
 
We have, once more, wandered into a territory of metaphors, vague expressions, the gothic terra 
incognita of Language. And, as the pattern suggests, maybe not by chance, this is exactly what 
happens during translation: from an object (a book, a text) the translator’s mind creates a shadowy 
existence, a chimera of words, and then turns this into another object. 
III. As I Lay Translating 
 
From the very beginning, translation has been plagued by theories and premises regarding how it 
is—or supposed to be—working, and in the last thirty years translation studies have gained 
outstanding popularity all over the world. The assumptions range from equivalence (that one word 
or sentence of this language is in a one-to-one relationship with another of that language) through 
linguistics (when you try to solve the mystery of a text by reducing it to impotent nouns and verbs) 
to hermeneutics (where translation is first and foremost cultural transfer), and this is to name just a 
few. 
 
As a translator I found that these theories have little relevance during the actual labor; in themselves 
they are sterile parts, unproductive elements. It is the translator who is the vehicle of the process; it is 
in his mind that the cross-language transition can take place. While working, he is in a unique state of 
mind, experiencing cultural schizophrenia––it is a trance, an intensive awareness of language as a 
natural entity. 
 
It is impossible to dissect a text, a living organism into isolated parts. One can claim that grammar 
and vocabulary make up the bone-structure, and meanings and symbols are the flesh. Then the 
eternal question arises: Soul, where art thou? I chose “trance” as a central metaphor because it 
conveys the feeling of this being in between: entering a trance is to fall asunder; the body is left 
behind by the wandering mind. The very essence of translation is this bipolarity, being 
simultaneously here and there, constructing a fleeting gateway between two languages, two cultures, 
and two worlds. 
 
My point of departure was the impossibility of translation, and this barren wasteland where I have 
arrived seems to be the same place. Yet the journey was not wholly fruitless; we have covered great 
distances for lost meanings, seen orphaned verbs and nouns, and occasionally stumbled upon 
abandoned adjectives. I could go on detailing the process of literary translation in its actuality, in its 
both tempting and horrifying nudity: mapping the devious and roundabout ways I was forced to take 
in the no-man’s land between languages, describing the grammatical pitfalls, transporting the feeling 
of being ambushed by meaning. 
 
Alas, things are prone to come to an end, and translation is no exception. Once the work is done, 
once it is printed, it has an existence independent of me with all its—more properly, my—mistakes 
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and lapses. Long have I desired this moment, imagining it glorious and rewarding; now I am left only 
with emptiness and discontent. 
 
The aftertaste of the trance is slowly draining out of me. 
 
I am at a loss for words. 
 
